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and such a subject, which motion, with House of
Lords politeness,, is withdrawn when the desired
discussion is ended. More generally, we may say
that the state of the nation—the trend of foreign
policy, for instance, or an increase in unemployment
—can be debated at any time by arrangement made
between the leaders on both sides of the House.
Such a general debate also takes place automatically
at the beginning of each new session, when the King,
from the throne in the House of Lords, reads his
speech, which is actually a compilation by his ministers,
setting forth in very general language their plans for
the session. In reply to the King's Speech, the House
of Commons votes a loyal address thanking His
Majesty, to which Opposition speakers always propose
to add expressions of regret that various measures,
which 'they would prefer, are not included in the
ministers' plans. This enables much to be said on
both sides of the House, though the passing of any
amendment proposed by the Opposition would
normally mean that the Government must resign.
This brings us to the last, and perhaps the most
important, function of the House of Commons—the
making of ministries. It is said that nowadays "the
two capital realities are the Ministry and the electors,"
that is, the ministry depends for life and strength upon
a majority of supporters in the country at large. In
three respects, however, the Commons, so to speak,
come in between them. Firstly, they provide a reserve
machinery for deposing a ministry. At the present
time it is usual for ministers to resign immediately
after a General Election has shown that their oppo-
nents have a majority in the country, and not other-
wise: but if a ministry in such a case refused to resign,

